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In Delhi, how to get a subsidy for your electric
vehicle?

To receive a subsidy under FAME-India,
electric two-wheeler makers must source
more than 50% of the components locally and
then get eligibility certificates from vehicle
testing agencies. The benefits are limited to
vehicles equipped with lithium-ion batteries.
This is the way to get a subsidy for your EV.

Delhi’s government took this awesome
initiative for the future of our pollution-free
country. As per the report, electric vehicles
(EVs) will hit 10% of global passenger vehicle
sales in 2025, with that number rising to 28%
in 2030 and 58% in 2040. EV will take a large
marketplace in the coming years. There is also
a scrappage policy that comes alongside the
new EV policy. A purchase incentive will be
given if a customer offers to scrap out an old
internal combustion engine with their EV
purchase. This will encourage everyone to buy
more EVs in the future. According to the
government, this EV policy will be a huge step
for increased EV registration for the city. On-
Page 04

An indicator that electric vehicles have a
MAJOR role in benefiting our environment.
Humans have historically had a very negative
influence on our environment, and shifting to
an EV is one way to decrease additional
damage to the earth. Citizens are aware of
climate change and are taking care of it. We
only have one earth, and we need to take care
of it. On-Page 14 . 
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Really, EV Cargo? Yes! Check Out
 

Mahindra Treo Zor v/s Piaggio Apé E-Xtra -
Cargo Three-Wheeler, India. On-Page 12 
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Maruti Suzuki - Wagon R EV

Tata Altroz EV

Mahindra - eXUV300

Mahindra - eKUV100

Tata HBX Electric

Earth Energy EV, here to develop efficient,
affordable and easily adaptable electric
vehicles. A proud Made in India product!

High-Speed Two-Wheeler
Taking you into the future - It is now! The
vehicles are advanced and futuristic in terms
of performance. 

Range: 100 KM
Speed: 60 kmph
Torque: 26 Nm
Power: 2.4 kW
Charge Time: 2.5 hrs 
Gradeability: 12''
Battery Type: 52 Ah/Li-ion 
Fast Charge (0-80%): 40 mins
Pricing: INR 92,000/- (inclusive of RTO Taxes,
Insurance and much more)

Range: 100 KM
Speed: 95 kmph
Torque: 56 Nm
Power: 5.3 kW
Charge Time: 2.5 hrs 
Gradeability: 15''
Battery Type: 96 Ah/Li-ion 
Fast Charge (0-80%): 40 mins
Pricing: INR 1,30,000/- (inclusive of RTO Taxes,
Insurance and much more) - Have Easy EMI
functions!

Glyde + | The Scooter

Pushed designed to give a sporty stand. You will receive
agility, spaciousness and comfort. Available in jet black,
white and a customized one.

EvolveZ | Commuter Motorcycle

The design is inspired by lots of arrows! Therefore, super
sporty in terms of looks. Available in martial grey with jet
black and white with jet black.

Range: 100 KM
Speed: 110 kmph
Torque: 54 Nm
Power: 12.5 kW
Charge Time: 2.5 hrs 
Gradeability: 15''
Battery Type: 115 Ah/Li-ion 
Fast Charge (0-80%): 40 mins
Pricing: INR 1,42,000/- (inclusive of RTO Taxes,
Insurance and much more)

Evolve R | Cruiser Motorcycle

The beast! Inspired by arrows too, yet has a softer touch
to it. Available in martial grey with jet black and white
with jet black.
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UPCOMING ELECTRIC VEHICLES IN 2021

News

ELECTRIC CARS
LAUNCHING IN 2021

Jaguar I-Pace
BMW i3
Tesla Model 3
Audi e-Tron
Porsche Taycan  

FROM THE PREMIUM MARKET: 
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Gujarat Government EV
Policy - Huge

Incentives for using EVs

To save the environment and pollution.
To boost the sale of electric vehicles and make
people aware of it.

Tesla 
Nio 
Nikola Motors 
Arcimoto 
Kandi Technologies 

It’s high time to save nature and go electric!
In India, Delhi is going to be the first who is promoting
electric vehicles via this new policy. The Delhi
government has decided to offer subsidies in an effort
to promote sales in the capital. The Delhi EV Policy
offers a battery-capacity linked subsidy of
₹5,000/kWh. For the electrical two-wheeler purchase,
they are offering ₹30,000. As well as for electric four-
wheelers, the policy offers a subsidy of up to 1.5 lakh!

Customers will get the purchase incentives
During the purchase, if the customer offers to scrap
out an old internal combustion engine they will get
incentives from the government. Government using
this strategy to encourage more electric vehicles
purchase. the Delhi government has also decided to
establish a network of 200 charging stations to boost
the use of these vehicles.

Delhi EV subsidies: To reduce pollution, as well as
create multiple job opportunities within the capital.
One of the great initiative taken by the Delhi
government to save our nature and country from
pollution. This was the main purpose behind
launching this policy. Delhi government has also
decided to establish a state EV board. An electric
vehicle cell will be put in place to ensure efficiency
and will be chaired by the Minister Of Transport. A
state EV Fund is also going to be set up to help
finance this policy under this process.

What is the main purpose behind these Delhi EV
subsidies? Delhi EV policy was launched by CM Arvind
Kejriwal on August 7. Delhi government is going to
provide subsidy up to Rs 30,000 for two-wheelers and
up to Rs 1.5 lakh for cars to promote faster adoption
of EVs. They are doing as a part of promotional
activity. People who have bought an EV on/after
August 7 are eligible for a subsidy and other
incentives from the government.

These companies will get benefits from the EV’s:

The EV policy process is easy and convenient!
The entire approval and disbursement process is
online, paperless, and will be completed within three
days. The process is well planned and completes
within a particular time slot. A state EV Fund is also
going to be set up to help finance this policy. As per
the research, only 6% of automobiles sold in the
country and by 2030 will be electric, according to the
new global EV outlook by research firm
BloombergNEF. This will be the most amazing thing in
the coming years.

To transition the State’s transportation sector
towards electric mobility in phases.
Make Gujarat a Manufacturing Hub for EV and
ancillary equipment.
Encouraging investment in electric mobility
Job creation and research

80,000 of the EVs will be two-wheelers
4,000, three-wheelers
4,500 four-wheeler commercial taxis
1,500 public buses

Housing & Commercial establishments: Allowing
members to install charging stations with
designated parking space
Municipal Corporations, to promote last-mile
connectivity: Reserved parking/ charging facility
for EVs.
For Govt. Employees and Visitors: Charging points
to be provided in-office parking areas

Many would agree that a global shift to electric
vehicles is an important step in acquiring a carbon-
free future. Mass adoption of electric vehicles is
anticipated in the years ahead, driven primarily by
policy incentives, rising incomes, and technological
advancements.

Adding up to which the Government of India has
shown clear indications that it is keen to accelerate
India’s transition to Electric Vehicles (EVs).
The states with approved EV policies including Andhra
Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh,
Maharashtra, New Delhi, Tamil Nadu, Telangana,
Uttarakhand, and Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat has joined the
growing list of Indian states with dedicated EV
policies. The Gujarat government has announced a
new scheme for the furtherance of electric vehicles
(two and three-wheelers) in the state, under which it
will be offering a subsidy to buyers of electric vehicles
in the state. The policy was announced on the
occasion of the completion of 11 years of the climate
change department in the Gujarat Government. The
event also marked the E- signing of 10 MoUs between
IITs, IIMs, BISAG, Anand Agricultural University, and
GSRTC, Gujarat Gas, GUJCOST, GLPC, the chief town
planner, GSTBM, and Knowledge Consortium of
Gujarat.

Vision: To position Gujarat as a leader in the adoption
of electric vehicles as well as establish a supportive
environment to encourage manufacturers and
investors for the development of the EV market.
(operative period: Up to 31st March 2022)

Objective

Vehicle segment and target vehicles under the policy
period

Other Features

Major win for school & college students rikshaw
drivers, electric 2-wheelers! 
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Delhi EV Subsidy
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To attract investment for this sector in the State
To encourage R&D and manufacturing in this sector (Electric Vehicle & Energy Storage Systems)
To guarantee quicker adoption of Electric Vehicles & Energy Storage Systems
To obtain a substantial drop in the total cost of transportation for personal and commercial
confidences, supported by world-class infrastructure.

In October 2020, Telangana launched its first-ever Electric Vehicle (EV) Policy. For the first time, a 10-year
plan was put into practice by a state for Electric Vehicles (EVs). The policy period is: 10-years - 2020-2030

Vision: "To make Telangana a hub for Electric Vehicles & Energy Storage Systems." 

Mission

Implementation Strategy: Incentives will be provided to every side of the EV model strategy (from users to
manufacturers and charging infrastructure unit). EVs would be adopted at the Instutuiranl level. "State
Govt shall facilitate in dovetailing with Govt. of India (GoI) schemes and encourage state stakeholders to
avail benefits available under GoI schemes. Battery operated feeder shuttle services at all Hyderabad
Metro Stations for last-mile connectivity shall be made available."

Demand-side Incentives - Directly from the policy
A. Incentives for 2Ws | Scooter
B. Incentives for 3Ws | Three-Seater Auto Rikshaws
C. Incentives for 4Ws | Personal - Cars and Busses
D. Incentives for 4Ws | Commercial - Cars and Busses 
E. Incentives for Tractors 

Supply-side Incentives: Telangana seeks to be the pioneer in Electric Mobility and Energy Storage space
in the country. Local manufacturing and R&D are essential to approaching price/performance parity
between ICE Vehicles and EVs. Therefore, aid shall be prolonged to EV & ESS, ancillary & charging
infrastructure & exchanging infrastructure manufacturers through policy interventions and Incentives.

2022: 1 million EVs on Road
2021: It plans to allocate 200,000 2W's, 50,000 3W's, 1000 goods carries, 3000 busses and 100 ferry
boats. 

Balancing the demand in the peak hours
Improving the air quality index
Boast of hardware and software of manufacturing in the state 
Managing electricity grid 
Upgrading the bus transport fleets: aim to use 6000+ busses by 2025. 
Industrial growth 
Committed towards the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions

Kerala had a head start in the Electric Vehicle market of India. In 2019, the government of Kerala approved
the Transport (B) Department Order. It includes promotion, manufacturing, accessibility and growth of the
Electric Vehicle (EVs) within the state. 

Why was it introduced and approved? Introduced, to make the environment a better place to live and
mobility easy for all. Kerala attracts various tourists every year, the government wants to offer its people
and the government much more than backwaters, beautiful scenery and great food. The government is
taking various measures and step ahead in terms of upgrading its highways and infrastructures. Kerala
already had a various number of busses, 4W, 3W, 2W registered (2016) in the state and wanted to
promote it even more. 

Vision: With a vision to make mobility easy, environment clean and sustainable. it will provide a suitable
ecosystem for users and manufacturers. 
Its target is as follows: 

Key Policy Drivers: This order will be backed up by various forces such as: 

It is a strategic Initiative focused on Creating Charging Infrastructure, Manufacturing in the State, Awareness Creating & Promoting
and Human Capacity Building and Re-Skilling. 

TELANGANA ELECTRIC VEHICLE (EV) POLICY, 2020
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KERALA ELECTRIC VEHICLE (EV) POLICY, 2019
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Maruti Grand Vitara

The expected price
Rs 22.70 Lakh
The expected launch 
date: Aug 01, 2021

Some of the best upcoming cars by Maruti
Suzuki:

Maruti XL5

The expected price
Rs 5.00 Lakh
The expected launch 
date: Sep 08, 2021

Maruti WagonR Electric

The expected price
Rs 8.00 Lakh
The expected launch 
date: Sep 09, 2021

Maruti Jimny

The expected price
Rs 10.00 Lakh
The expected launch 
date: Sep 15, 2021

Maruti Suzuki Wagon R going to come
with a price range of Rs 7 lakh-Rs 10 lakh.
Maruti Suzuki has tested more than 50
electric Wagon R under different road
conditions & weather. It has two charging
inputs that are in front (AC) & rear (DC). It
has also the feature of fast charging with a
range of 200km in a single charge can one
of the strong catalysts for consumers who
are willing to shift to electric cars. Maruti
Suzuki Wagon R going to come with a
price range of Rs7L-Rs10L. It will be the
cheapest five-seater car in the Indian
market. Taxi owners can also own this car
for low running cost & low maintenance
vehicle.

Automotive manufacturing is growing rapidly in
early 2020. The sales curve of these electric cars
is growing upward. Also, the manufacturers are
taking forward steps to improve the quality and
security of these electric cars so the sales are up.
There are only limited electric cars in India at the
moment. The best EVs to consider of the lot
include Hyundai Kona Electric, Tata Nexon EV, and
MG ZS EV. Consumers are experiencing the
amazing performance of these electric cars. There
are many upcoming electric cars in 2021. As per
the reports, electric vehicles (EVs) will hit 10% of
global passenger vehicle sales in 2025, with that
number rising to 28% in 2030 and 58% in 2040.
According to the study, EVs currently make up 3%
of global car sales.

The approx price of WagonR will cost upwards of
Rs 9 lakh in India.

Maruti Suzuki is coming with its range of electric
cars in the year 2021. Suzuki WagonR is one of the
electric cars in an all-electric version of the
Japanese WagonR. This electric car will go on sale
in India in 2021. In its regular petrol and a hybrid
version is already has already started selling in its
home market since the year 2017. The approx
price of WagonR will cost upwards of Rs 9 lakh in
India. To stick to its timeline of introducing the EV
here by 2020, Maruti has started testing the
WagonR-based EV in India. These EVs are also
tested in various weathers and terrains. The
information which is gathered from this helps the
company in studying and successfully launching
electric vehicle technology in India. The expected
launch of this car is Sep 09, 2021.

Here are the upcoming electric cars by Maruti
Suzuki in the year 2021:

Maruti Swift 2021

The expected price
Rs 5.20 Lakh
The expected launch date:
Feb 15, 2021

Maruti Alto 2021

The expected price
Rs 3.00 Lakh
The expected launch date:
Jun 15, 2021
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MARUTI SUZUKI ELECTRIC CAR PRICE 
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Vehicle Category: L5N
Seating Capacity: Driver only

Battery Type, Voltage: Lithium-Ion,
48V
Battery Capacity Rated: 8 kWh
Peak Power: 9.55 kW @ 3500 rpm
Peak Torque: 45 Nm

Transmission Type: PT gear with
differential (Integral)

Front: Helical spring with dampener
Rear: Rubber spring with dampener
Steering: Handle-bar type
Brake: Drum brake hydraulically
actuated (Front & Rear)
Tyre: 4.5 – 10′

Wheelbase: 2100 mm
Overall Width: 1490 mm
Overall Length: 3315 mm
Overall Height: 1770 mm
Minimum Ground Clearance: 220 mm
Cargo Box Dimensions (LxWxH):
1830 mm x 1400 mm x 285 mm

Gross Vehicle Weight (With
Batteries): 975 kg
Payload: 506 kg

Top Speed: 45 km/h
Typical Driving Range (On-Road): 90 ±
5 km
Gradeability: 17%

Type: 48V / 3000W Off-board charger
Charge Duration: 3 hours, 45 mins

Super Warranty: 3-years | 1 lakh km*
Maintenance Program: 3-years free * 
Wildest Network

Apé E-Xtra FX comes with an
introductory ex-showroom price of
Rs. 3,12,137/-

Technical Specifications

Attributes: Apé E-Xtra FX

Battery & Power

Transmission

Suspension & Brakes

Dimensions

Weights

Performance

Home Charger

Warranty (Peace of Mind Guaranteed

Price

APÉ GOES ELECTRIC - PIAGGIO VEHICLES
LAUNCHES ELECTRIC CARGO THREE-
WHEELER WITH APÉ E-XTRA FX

What's New? Piaggio Vehicles enters the electric
cargo three-wheeler market with Apé E-Xtra FX. Yes!
Correctly Read. The Widest network, easy home
charging, superior range and trust are what Piaggio
Apé E-Xtra delivers. A new electric cargo from the
leader, electric revolution shaped by trust, designed
for top-class performance and trusted by 30 lakh
customers. 

The new Piaggio Apé E-Xtra FX invites you to rule
every road with India's most powerful electric 3-
wheeler cargo. It has a fixed battery technology,
customizable DV and a 3-year super warranty. With
a beautify and strong vehicle body comes a
powerful motor, a powerful li-ion battery of 8kWh
capacity assures a superior range, higher grade
ability hill-hold assist, an enhanced pickup with the
boost mode and best-in-class 6 ft. deck.

Italian design with Stylish Looks!

Experience a new comfort level: low noise, low
vibration, no-clutch and gear hassles, smoothest
driving experience and proven suspension.

Upcoming Services - iConnect

Not just vehicle mobility, introducing iConnect! It
will assist you in having real-time vehicle
information on your smartphone. 

Make a Sensible Choice with Grand Savings
Apé goes electric, India goes electric! Strong metal
body with safety doors. The key to BIG savings: No
road tax, lowest running cost/km, nominal
registration charges and low maintenance (no
engine, clutch or gear-related expenses). M
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level, without scraping against surface obstacles and
possibly damaging the chassis and underbody. A higher
chassis can help to increase the off-road capability, and
practicality which is remarkable for India where the road
conditions are complex. 

Safest car: At the end of the day safety matters to
everyone. It is the first local model in Indian which
received a 5-star rating on Global NCAP. In the Nexon, it
has twin front airbags and Anti-lock Braking System,
which helps to achieve the crash tests with excellent
results While in the top-spec model, Nexon is equipped
with rear parking sensors and a reversing camera with
dynamic guidelines, front fog lamps with cornering
assistance, rear fog lamps and speed-dependent auto
door lock features. This car also offered advanced active
safety technology and an electronic stability system. This
system consists of Traction Control, Rollover Mitigation,
Emergency Brake Assist, Hill Hold Control, Electronic
Brake Pre-fill, and Brake Disc Wiping. So, In safety, this
car can get full stars as it consists of good technology.

Exterior designing: Nexon has an angular and muscular
appearance, there is also the adoption of a new design
with front Daytime-Running Lamps and projector sleek
headlamps at the front part. At the sides parts, it has the
design elements of a dual-tone paint scheme with a
contrasting roof and 16-inch diamond-cut alloy wheels,
and along with the piano black ORVMs which is
refreshing and increased the sporty look. Its roof-line is
the most eye-catching place which shows the sporty look
and ensures the spacious interior space at meanwhile. It
has one of the creative and moderate types of design.

Excellent interior design: In terms of interior design, the
tata Nexon EV is well equipped with a racing-style
electronic dashboard. It also has a three-spoke
multifunction sports steering wheel and the 6.5-inch
touchscreen infotainment supports both Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto. The Tata Nexon also comes with three
driving modes which are City, Eco & Sport which is one of
the good features of it. It has an 8-speaker sound system
that increased the luxurious level of Nexon. One of the
well equipped and well-designed model.

There are also some cons which will confuse you before
buying!
The outward visibility of the Tata Nexon has been
hampered a bit as per your expectations. It consists of
three pillars are pillars A, B & C which are thick while the
windows are narrow. The A-pillar could hinder your vision
while taking turns, at certain seat positions. touch
responsiveness is also lower than you would expect. This
is particularly evident when you use the control buttons
placed under the AC vents, to operate the system. The
crossover comes with a dead pedal to rest your left leg.
But the clutch pedal is placed too close to it, making it a
bit uncomfortable to use. so, your left foot rubs against
the dead pedal while using the clutch.

Tata Nexon EV gives the best battery performance.
You will get the experience of the performance of a 30.2
kWh li-ion battery, rigorously tested over 1 Million km,
designed to operate under extreme ambient conditions.
You can also power your Tata Nexon electric SUV with
the futureproof IP67 certified battery for a delightful
journey ahead. But the one cons is the batteries are a
little expensive than other cars. This EV uses the same
rechargeable lithium-ion batteries that are in your laptop
or mobile phone, they're just much bigger to enable them
to deliver far more energy. So, they are expensive.
If you are looking forward to buying an affordable & long-
range electric vehicle then go for the Tata Nexon.

Tata Nexon EV Price: ₹14 lakhs - ₹16.2 lakhs
Tata Nexon EV Range: 312 km battery-only
Battery: 30.2 kWh 320 V lithium polymer
Dimensions: 3,994 mm L x 1,811 mm W x 1,607
mm H
Horsepower: 95 kW
Transmission: 1-speed automatic

In the top electric cars list, the Tata Nexon EV is one
of the best and the newly-launched electric car
which is the most affordable long-range electric
vehicle you can buy in India. One of its limitation of
this car is range. The Nexon can do a 312 km run on
a single charge which is its plus point. The Nexon
EV has 60 per cent more torque in the 'Sport' mode,
which can eat into the range fast. The Nexon EV
uses Tata's Ziptron EV powertrain technology that
features a 30.2kWh lithium-ion battery with a
claimed range of over 300km. Tata Nexon EV will
be offered with an 8-year standard warranty and an
IP67 waterproof battery pack. Tata Nexon EV is a 5
seater car SUV/MUV. It is available in a price range
of Rs 13.99 - 16.25 Lakh. It is available in 3 variants
and 1 transmission option Automatic. If you are
looking for a comfortable and affordable price
range car you can go with this model blindly.

Here are all the features of the Tata Nexon EV
Tata Nexon EV comes with connected car
technology as well as a cruise control facility and a
Harman sound system. It also has features of a 7-
inch infotainment system with Android Auto and
Apple CarPlay. It has a sunroof as well as a
coloured multi-info display which makes it cooler on
the road. Other key specifications of the Nexon EV
include a Ground Clearance of 205 mm, a Kerb
Weight of 1400 kg, and a Boot space of 350 litres. 
Here are some details,

Pros of tata Nexon EV | Worth buying

Best Ground Clearance: Because of the best ground
clearance, its wheels have more vertical room to
travel and absorb road shocks. Also, this vehicle is
more capable of being driven on roads that are not 
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TATA NEXON EV: SHOULD I BUY OR NOT?

Review
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Range: 130-150km/charge 
Top Speed: 147 kmph
Charging Time: 1.5 - 5 Hours
Motor Power: 25000 W
Fuel: Electric
Max Torque: 90 Nm / 450 Nm (Motor)
Body Type: Sports Naked Bikes
Chassis: Steel trellis with an aluminium bulkhead
Max Power: 33.9 PS @ 2250 rpm
Cooling System: Air Cooled
Drive Type: Chain Drive
Acceleration (0-60 kmph): 2.9 Sec
Acceleration (0-100 kmph): 7.2 Sec
ABS: Dual Channel
Battery Capacity: 
Transmission: Automatic 
Battery Type: Lithium-ion 
Motor Type: AC Motor
Front & Rear Brake Type: 
Front & Rear Tyre Size: Front:-110/70-R17 & Rear:-150/60-R17
Tyre Tube: Tubeless
Front & Rear Wheel Size: Front:-431.8 mm & Rear:-431.8 mm
Wheel Type: Alloy
Front & Rear Brake: Disc
Front Brake Diameter: 320 mm
Rear Brake Diameter: 230 mm
Kerb Weight: 158 kg
Saddle height: 800 mm
Wheel Base: 1340 mm
Rake: 23.5 degree
Trail: 89 mm
Front Suspension: Inverted cartridge type forks
Rear Suspension: Gas-charged preload adjustable shock
absorber 
Speedometer: Digital
Odometer: Digital
Tripmeter: Digital 
Console: Digital
Clock: Yes
Riding Modes: Yes
Navigation: Yes
Passenger Footrest: Yes
Start Type: Self Start Only
Headlight Type: LED
Tail Light & Turn Signal Lamp: LED 
Additional Features: Variable regenerative braking, iOS and
Android smartphone APP, BLS4 Automated Battery Control
System Automated Battery Ejection Battery Locking and
Vibration Arrestors, E-SIM, Fall & crash sensor, Emergency
contact alert, charging point, fast charging 
Gear Box: Single reduction helical
Chassis colour: Matte Black 

Ultraviolette F77
Designed for the electric future, the
Ultraviolette F77. Presented as the
Seamlessly integrated, this bike is
advanced in all ways. Technically known
as "Damn, that's cool." We saw the first
look of the bike in 2019! From 2019-2021
we didn't hear much from Ultraviolette. In
Jan 2021, the CEO Narayan Subramaniam
posted a video with news tests and
updates changes. Since then, it has been
in the news. We can expect the launch of
Ultraviolette F77 in the third quarter of
2021. 

Below is the specification of the bike: Range: 150 km/charge
Top Speed: 85 kmph
Charging Time: 4.5 Hours
Motor Power: 3000 W 
Drive Type: Belt Drive
Fuel: Electric
Max Torque: 170 Nm
Body Type: Electric Bikes
Chassis: Lightweight Single Cradle Frame
Battery Capacity: 72 V, 3.24 KWh
Transmission: Automatic
Battery Type: Lithium-ion 
Motor Type: Mid Drive
Modes: Eco, Normal & Sport 
Front & Rear Brake Type: 
Front & Rear Tyre Size: Front 90/80-17, Rear 120/80-17
Tyre Tube: Tubeless
Front & Rear Wheel Size: Front :-431.8 mm,Rear :-431.8 mm
Wheel Type: Alloy
Front & Rear Brake: Disc
Front & Rear Brake Diameter: 240 mm
Front Tyre Pressure (Rider): 28 psi
Rear Tyre Pressure (Rider): 30 psi
Kerb Weight: 108 kg 
Ground Clearance: 215 mm
Saddle height: 814 mm
Wheel Base: 1350 mm
Front Suspension: Upside Down Forks
Rear Suspension: Monoshock
Speedometer: Digital
Tachometer: Digital
Odometer: Digital
Tripmeter: Digital 
Fuel Garage: Digital
Console: Digital
Clock: Yes
Riding Modes: Yes
Navigation: Yes
Passenger Footrest: Yes
Start Type: Remote Start 
Headlight Type: LED
Tail Light & Turn Signal Lamp: LED 
Braking Type: Combi Brake System 
Additional Features: RBS, Adjustable Footpegs, Portable Charging, Charging
Point, Fast Charging, Internet Connectivity, Mobile Application, Geofencing,
Artificial Exhaust Sound 

RV400
The Revolt R400 asks you to zip around the city or
cruise along as you control your mobility. Just push
the start button, and you are ready to go! For your
comfort and convenience introducing a remote key.
You can lock, unlock, start and locate your RV400
through it. Not just that, you can also use the
"MyRevolt App" for all the above and much more.

It has 3-super cool modes, changed according to
your comfort and mood. 
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RV400 V/S ULTRAVIOLETTE F77
On one side, we have Revolt RV400 and the other
side the Ultraviolette F77. Both are majestic, sporty
and hot! One has 3-modes and the other is a
package in itself. Come, let's explore them together
and help you find the one for you!

Review

Price Comparison
RV400: Base Electric: Rs. 1,03,999/-  

 Premium Electric: Rs. 1,18,999/- 
Ultraviolette F77: STD Electric: Rs. 3,00,000/-
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Hyundai Kona EV | The right size for any adventure

The first one in the Indian market! Proud of itself
and the Indian market for giving it a chance as the
Kona is performing exceptionally well. Launched in
July 2019, and was sold out for the rest of the year
by August 2019. A new concept in the India market
at that time, it received an excellent response from
the Indian customers. 

The Korean company received an exceptional
response from the Indian market. It even struggled
to maintain pace with the high demand in the
country. In August 2019, Puneet Anand, Group Head
— Marketing, Hyundai Motor India, said, “We have
received more than 300 bookings. Last month we
did 88 wholesales. We are sold out for five months.
It is a very niche product and we do not have too
many deliveries from our parent company. That’s
why we are now looking at augmenting our
volumes.” Additionally, the company handled this
situation in a professional and ethical manner.
Hyundai produced more and hence now have the
availability of the Hyundai Kona Electric.

MG ZS EV | Contribute your dues towards
nature

Zero-emission and compromises!
Developed for those who want all the
advantages of an electric car without
compromising the practicality or style.
Launched in Jan 2020, has already sold
119 cars until August 2020. As of now,
MG is offering various offers and
proposals to promote MG ZS EV. These
are of-course to increase sales and also
to develop awareness among Indian
customers.
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THE ICE & WATER OF THE ELECTRIC
VEHICLE INDUSTRY, INDIA - HYUNDAI
KONA ELECTRIC AND THE MG ZS EV

Yes, Hyundai Kona EV and the MG ZS EV! Both are
in the Indian market. Both are making positive
impacts on environmental sustainability. Making it
electric is not only making the environment happy
but the clients too.

Review

Final Words…
Both shine out in their own individual
ways. Depending on your needs, if you
are looking for a class yet striking
exteriors, advance build quality and the
worth of your money put in terms of
premiums along with an endless number
of features opt for MG ZS EV. On the
other hand, if you want a spacious,
comfortable and car that will run more on
one charge we’ll suggest you go for
Hyundai Kona EV.
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Top Speed: 50 km/h
Certified range: 125 km
Gradeability: 7 degree

Battery type, Voltage: 48 V Lithium-ion, 
Battery capacity (Installed): 7.37 kWh
Charging time at standard conditions: 3 h
50 min

Peak power: 8 kW
Peak torque: 4 Nm
Transmission type: Direct drive
technology

Front Suspension: Helical spring +
Damper + Hydraulic shock absorb
Rear Suspension: Rigid axle with leaf
spring
Front/ Rear Brakes: Hydraulic brake 
Parking brake: Mechanical lever type

 
Performance

Battery

Drivetrain

Suspension & Brakes

Technology that Goes Distance: Stable
and safe with the longest-in-industry
wheel-base of 2216 mm and largest-in-
industry tyres of 30.48 cm. The pickup

Efficient fleet management with NEMO
platform Through live traceability of
vehicle, geo-fencing, trip reports, vehicle
performance and more

Savings like Never Before: Unmatched
Savings of more than Rs. 60,000/year*
with superior fuel savings of Rs 2.1/km &
best-in-class maintenance of 40
paise/km.

Yes! Finally, electric vehicles are entering the cargo
delivery industry. Both together are complementing
each other like a pro.  

The Mahindra Electric Treo Zor serves ease, looks &
comfort. It provides the best-in-industry
performance, advanced lithium-ion technology and
a fatigue-free driving experience. On the other hand,
Piaggio Vehicles enters the electric cargo three-
wheeler market with Apé E-Xtra FX. Widest network,
easy home charging, superior range and trust if
what Piaggio Apé E-Xtra delivers. t has 3-variants as
below:

Variants: Pickup, Flatbed & Delivery Van
Vehicle category: L5N
Vehicle roof type: Hard Panel
Payload: kg 550

Dimensions | Length x Width x Height: 3100 X 1460 X
1762 mm
Wheelbase: 2216 mm
Ground clearance: 123 mm
Rear track: 1220 mm
Turning radius: 3.05 m
Vehicle kerb weight: 445 kg
Vehicle GVW: 995 kg
Tray Size, Length x Width x Height (Inside
dimensions): 1500 X 1400 X 278 mm

Technical Specifications
Below you'll find all the details about the Electric
Treo Zor (pickup).

Attributes

Vehicle Dimensions & Weight

MAHINDRA TREO ZOR V/S PIAGGIO APÉ
E-XTRA - CARGO THREE-WHEELER, INDIA
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Review

Pickup: ₹2,79,000
Flatbed: ₹2,73,000
Delivery Van: ₹3,08,000

Apé E-Xtra FX - ₹3,12,137

Pricing 

Mahindra Electric Treo Zor

Piaggio Apé E-Xtra FX

Both have unmatched characteristics.
Treo Zor comes in 3-variants and all are
powerful. Apé goes electric, India goes
electric! Metal body with safety doors.
Both provide cost-saving options, do the
work and, most importantly, have hassle-
free charging services. Your choice gets
closure when you decide on your budget
and the miles that you'd want it to travel. 

(*) Piaggio Apé E-Xtra FX Details on Page 08 
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Range: 95 km
Top Speed: 25 Kmph
Charging Time: 5 Hrs
Motor Power (Rated): 4080 W
Fuel: Electric
Transmission: Automatic
Braking 60-0 kmph: 2.8 m Sec
Motor Type: BLDC
Front & Rear Brake Type: Drum
Front Tyre Size: 90/90-12
Rear Tyre Size: 90/100-12
Tyre Tube: Tubeless
Wheel Type: Alloy
Wheel Size: 304.8 mm
Front Suspension: Leading-link
Rear Suspension: Monoshock
Battery Warranty: 3 Years
Motor Warranty: 3 Years
Odometer: Digital
Speedometer: Digital 
No. of Tripmeter: 1
Tripmeter Type: Digital
Low Battery Indicator: Yes
Pillion Grabrail, Pillion Seat & Pillion Footrest:
Yes
Start Type: Electric
Headlight Type: LED Headlamp
Brake/Tail Light: LED
DRLs: Yes
Additional Features: Keyless Start-Stop
System, Water Resistant (IP67 Rating), Glove
Box, Battery Warranty (3 Years, 50000 km),
Touch Sensitive Switches, Reverse Gear,
Regenerative Braking System, clock, riding
mode, carry hook & passenger footrest
Colours Scheme: 4 colours in Premium and 2
colours in Urbane

Bajaj Electric - Chetak 
Get ready to explore, Hamar Kall! The Chetak is
presented as "designed to delight and made of
steel". It has a longer range, "Ride, Ride & Ride
some more". Charged in 5 hours to 100% in 60
mins (up to 25%) and battery warranty: 70000 km,
7 YEARS* (50000 km, 3-years). Below are the
specifications of Bajaj chetak Urbane: 

The future of mobility the Chetak is available in 2
variants. The 2 variants are Bajaj Electric Chetak
Urbane and Bajaj Electric Chetak Premium. The
Bajaj Electric Chetak Urbane is available in two
colours, cyber white and citrus rush. The Bajaj
Electric Premium is available in fours colours,
velluto russo (red), indigo metallic, Brooklyn black
and hazelnut colour. It has under-seat storage,
seamless style, flush-fitted exterior, a body of
steel panels (that lasts for years) and a great
range (95 km (IDC as per AIS 040) with a new
Battery on a full charge in Eco Mode). 

Price: Urbane  Rs. 1,15,000/- & Premium: Rs.
1,20,000/-

Range: 50 km
Top Speed: 25 Kmph
Charging Time: 8-10 Hrs
Motor Power (Rated): 250 W
Fuel: Electric
Battery Capacity: 1.344 kWh
Transmission: Automatic
Battery Types: Lead Acid & Lithium-ion 
Motor Type: BLDC Hub Motor
Front & Rear Brake Type: Drum
Front & Tyre Size: 16x3 inch
Tyre Tube: Tubed
Wheel Type: Alloy
Front & Rear Suspension: Telescopic Suspension
Kerb Weight: 87 Kg
Ground CLearance: 165 mm
Battery Warranty: 3 Years
Motor Warranty: 3 Years
Speedometer: Digital 
Console: Digital
Low Battery Indicator: Yes
Pillion Grabrail, Pillion Seat & Pillion Footrest: Yes
Start Type: Electric
Headlight Type: LED Headlamp
Brake/Tail Light: Bulb Type
Braking Type: Combi Brake System
Turn Signal & Pass Light: Yes
Additional Features: Pc HeadLamp, 12V x 4 Batteries, long
seat and charging point
Gear Box: CVT
Colours Scheme: dual-tone paint schemes (silver/black
and red/black)

Hero Electric - Flash
The smart move is here! The Flash is represented as the "Meri
Pehli Electric i.e. My First Electric''. The Hero Flash, built for a
confident ride. It is available in 2 variants and 2-colours. The 2-
variants are Hero Electric Flash LA and Hero Electric Flash LI.
It has a digital speedometer, telescopic suspension, mag alloy
wheels, LED Headlamps, comfortable seating and crash
guard. Below are the specifications of Hero ELectric Flash LA: 

Two colours in which the Hero Electric Flash is available are
red and silver. The wheels (alloy), colour, glossy paint gives it
a sporty goal. It has a luggage box to enhance its utility. The
most affordable scooter you can purchase with no competitor
in the Indian market. 

Price: VRLA Battery: Rs. 39,550/- & Lithium-ion Battery: Rs.
52,974/-

The Hero Electric Flash (Meri Pehli Electric i.e., My
First Electric) and the Bajaj Electric Chetak (Hamar
Kal) are here! You got a lot to analyse and chose.
From sporty to stylish and sleek body, charging
time, range you will find everything here. 

HERO ELECTRIC FLASH V/S BAJAJ ELECTRIC CHETAK
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Can reduce your dependence on fossil
fuels 
Cheaper to run
Cheaper to maintain
Cheaper to register
Beneficial for our Health
Aiding #GreenPower

Fewer Emission
Co2 emissions from traditional vehicles
contribute to greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere and quicken climate change.
All-EVs do not release carbon dioxide into
the atmosphere when you drive them. By
choosing an electric car, you can decrease
your carbon footprint, and pollution
impact to help preserve our natural
environment. EVs produce fewer
emissions that contribute to climate
change and smog than conventional
vehicles. With no tailpipe, pure electric
cars generate no carbon dioxide
emissions when driving. It reduces air
pollution considerably. Electric cars give
us clean streets building our towns and
cities a better place for foot-travellers and
cyclists. However, EVs typically produce
fewer life cycle emissions than
conventional vehicles because most
emissions are lower for electricity
generation than burning gasoline or
diesel.

Reuse - Recycle
Day-by-day 3Rs are gaining popularity.
Research & development into the use of
second-hand batteries is viewing ways to
reuse batteries in modern technologies
such as electricity storage. In a time to
come, we could all have batteries in our
homes being used to stock our energy.
Opportunities like this will decrease the
lifetime environmental impact of battery
manufacture. Indeed after taking battery
manufacture into account, electric cars
are still a greener option. It is due to the
reduction in emissions produced over the
lifetime of the cars.

Additional Benefits
Apart from the environmental benefits,
choosing to drive Electric cars provide
other benefits, mentioned below: 

Do You Know? 23% of Co2 emission is caused by
combustion vehicles. Why not save the earth and
start using electric vehicles now? 

There are numerous advantages of electric vehicles
(EVs) over conventional petrol or diesel cars for the
environment. In today's world, it supports the
awareness of climate change which is vital.  

People state, "A Vehicle is a Vehicle'', how will it
benefit the environment? For that, below-mentioned
are some ways in which electric cars benefit the
environment.

Less Air Pollution
The first and foremost benefit is straight. By opting
to drive an EV, you are assisting to reduce harmful
air pollution from exhaust emissions. An EV has
zero exhaust emission, but still creates a degree of
greenhouse gas emissions if charged from the
electricity grid.
Thanks to lithium-ion batteries electric cars exempt
energy electrochemically without any kind-of
combustion. It further implies, zero fuel (0 fuel)
being burned and hence no air pollution through
CO2 happening while driving.

Less Noise Pollution
Electric cars further help with noise pollution.
Remarkably, in cities where speeds of the vehicles
are usually low. Since electric cars are far quieter
than standard vehicles, driving electric cars creates
an extra peaceful environment for us all.

Renewable Energy
If you charge your EV via the solar panel system,
you can reduce your greenhouse gas emissions
even further. If you recharge your EV from the
electricity grid, you are getting the electricity from
renewable energy sources. EV can be run 100% on
sustainable, renewable resources. M
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DO ELECTRIC VEHICLES BENEFIT THE
ENVIRONMENT, IF YES THEN HOW?

 

Blog
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Electrotherm (India) Limited
Ampere Vehicles Private Limited
Ather Energy Private Limited
Avon Cycles Limited
Hero Electric Vehicles Private Limited
Lohia Auto Private Limited
NDS Eco Motors Private Limited
Okinawa Autotech Private Limited
Tork Motors Private Limited
Tunwal E-Bike India Private Limited
 

The automobile industry dominated by
new entrants in the market.

The target of the Delhi government for
2024 is to run 500000 electric vehicles on
the road. For this, the Delhi government is
going to offer vehicle scrappage benefits
to their customers. In addition, the
extension of the PMP guidelines would
allow the industry to ramp-up production
and strengthen the local component
market. The automobile industry
dominated by new entrants in the market.
The different manufacturers and dealers
are there like Electrotherm, Hero Electric
Vehicles, Ampere Vehicles, NDS Eco
Motors, Ather Energy Private Limited,
Avon Cycles, Lohia Auto Private Limited,
Okinawa Autotech, Tork Motors, Tunwal E-
Bike India Private Limited. The industry
has already set up their operations with
modern infrastructure, advanced
technologies and in-house charging
facilities. There are also well-established
manufacturers of conventional two-
wheelers.

Some companies who are profiled:

As per the industry reports, E-Bike Sales
will grow from 3.7 Million to 17 Million per
year By 2030.

For more information visit kazam.in
Kazam is building India's largest smart
electric vehicle charging network. 

The government has enforced the FAME-II subsidy
structure for electric vehicles in the country.

In India, the prices of petrol are rising every day. Air
pollution is also increasing in the cities. The
government is also putting efforts towards the fast
acceptance of electric vehicles in the country.
That’s why the Government has enforced the FAME-
II subsidy structure for electric vehicles in the
country and is planning to install as many public
charging stations as possible through the next
decade as the number of electric vehicles is
increasing. According to research electric vehicle
Sales to Grow From 3.7 Million To 17 Million Per
Year By 2030.

Here is the total sale of high-speed electric bikes:

In the high-speed two-wheeler market, from
September 2019 to April 2019, the sale of hero
electric was 2629. Their market share was 35%.
After that Okinawa Autotech sale was 1,836. Ather
energy sold 942 units, and their market share was
12%. The total sale of the Ampere scooter was 919
units. The total market share of Revolt intellect was
8%. 

High-speed electric bikes sale (2019):
April: 2725, May: 1539, June: 1610, July: 1471
August: 1343, September: 1473, & October: 10161

Sale of electric bikes in the year 2019:
According to the data of manufacturers, the
registrations of high-speed electric two-wheelers
were 2,544 units, and cumulative sale in January
year 2019 was 52,959 units. They gave the subsidy
to only 31,813 vehicles under the FAME II scheme.
In the year 2020, the high-speed electric two-
wheeler sales were 25,735 units, and 27,224 units
sold in 2019.
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HOW MANY ELECTRIC BIKES HAVE BEEN
SOLD IN INDIA?

Blog
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7kW fast charging on one of three
connector types 
22kW fast charging on one of three
connector types 
Units are either untethered or have
tethered cables

3 kW – 6 kW slow charging on one of
four connector types 
Charging units are either untethered or
have tethered cables 
Includes mains charging and from
specialist chargers 
Often covers home charging

FAST Chargers
These are Type-2 AC Chargers. Fast
chargers are rated at either 7 kW or 22 kW
(single- or three-phase 32A). Charging
times vary on unit speed and the vehicle,
but a 7 kW charger will recharge a
compatible EV with a 40 kWh battery in 4-6
hours and a 22 kW charger in 1-2 hours.
Fast chargers tend to be found at
locations such as car parks, shops,
supermarkets, or leisure centres, where
you are likely to be parked for an hour or
more. 
Untethered units are therefore more
flexible and could be used by any EV with
the correct cable. Charging rates when
using a fast charger will depend on the
car’s on-board charger, with not all models
able to accept 7 kW or more. These
models can still be plugged into the
charge point, but will only draw the
maximum power accepted by the on-board
charger. Almost all EVs and PHEVs can
charge on Type 2 units, with the correct
cable at least. It is by far the most
common public charge point standard
around, and most plug-in car owners will
have a cable, with a Type 2 connector
charger-side. The vast majority of fast
chargers provide AC charging, though
some networks are installing 25 kW DC
chargers with CCS or CHAdeMO
connectors.

Key takeaways: 

SLOW Chargers
These are the most commonly available
chargers in the Indian market. Power
output is 3 kW – 6 kW and the car will be
charged between 8 - 12 hours. You will
have to keep your car overnight to be in
full-charge. 

Key takeaways: 

Are you looking for an EV charger for personal use,
dealership, building an EV charging station or,
want to enhance your knowledge? We got your
back! Yes, you landed on the right page. Below
you'll find all the types of Electric Vehicle chargers
we see in India. 

There three main types of EV Chargers – rapid,
fast, and slow. Measurement of power is in
kilowatts (kW). Take note these represent the
power outputs and therefore charging speeds,
possible to charge an EV. Each charger variant has
an associated set of connectors designed for low-
or high-power use and either AC or DC charging.
There are 3-charge point types and various
connectors. 

Rapid Chargers 
These are the fastest charger for any EV, usually
located at locations close to main routes in the
country. The devices provide high power direct
current (DC) or alternating current (AC) to recharge
a car as rapidly as attainable.

Depending on the model and brand, EVs can be
recharged to 80% within 20 minutes, though an
average modern EV would take around an hour on
a standard 50 kW rapid charge point. At first, the
car charges at normal-speed, though the car will
reduce charging speed as the battery gets closer
to full charge. As such, terms are quoted at the-
charge of 80%, after which the charging speed
contracts significantly. It maximises charging
efficiency and helps protect the battery. These
rapid chargers can be used only with vehicles with
rapid-charging capability. All rapid units have
tethered cable
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50 kW DC 50 - 350 kW DC

 < Rapid DC

Ultra-Rapid DC >

3 - 6 kW AC

SLOW | AC 
Chargers - (Type 1)

FAST | AC 
Chargers - (Type 2)

7 - 22 kW AC
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Yogesh Bhatia, Founder & CEO
"We are extremely happy to announce the
launch of our world's most economical
DetelEV Two-Wheeler. The EV industry in
India is emerging on account of various
factors such as the growing awareness
toward the environment, increasing petrol
prices, and stringent emission norms, etc.
Also, with the recent announcement by
Delhi Chief Minister Shri Arvind Kejriwal
on the launch of new 'Electric Vehicle
Policy' that is aimed at boosting the
economy, reducing pollution levels and
generating employment in the city, we feel
that the consumption of the electric
vehicle will go up now than ever," says
Yogesh Bhatia, Founder & CEO, Detel. 

"This addition in our portfolio will be our
first step in our endeavour of reducing
vehicular pollution in the cities and
increase the penetration of EV as intended
by the people and various state
governments", he added.
Recently, the Indian government has been
super active in creating awareness about
Electric Vehicles and the benefits to the
environment. Campaigns such as Switch
Delhi, Vocal for Local and Atma Nirbhar
Bharat assists in promoting the same. To
drive the government's initiative, Detel has
expanded its EV portfolio.

Economical - Quirky - Stylish: Detel EV
Easy is the cheapest of all at Rs. 19,999/-

Max Speed : 25 Km/hr
Charge Time: 7-8 Hrs
Range Upto 30 Km Under Ideal Condition
Kerb Weight: 56 Kg Without battery
Battery: 48V, 12Ah Lithium-Ion Battery
Charger : 48V / 50 Hz
Controller: Vector Sine Wave Controller
Motor Power: 250 Watts
Brake: Drum
Tyre: 16-2.5 With Tube
Vehicle (L): 1570 mm
Vehicle (B): 620 mm
Vehicle (H): 1050 mm
Battery Warranty: 3 Yrs 
Motor, Controller & Charger Warranty: 1 Yr
Price: Rs. 19,999/-

Detel is a Delhi based consumer electronic brand
that has launched the world's cheapest electric two-
wheeler Detel Easy at Rs 19,999 (GST excluded).
The 2-wheeler heads of a 6-pipe controller and 250
Watt electric motor with a top speed of 25 kmph.
Due to the low-speed aspect, one won't need
stipulations like registration or driver's license to
use it.

Technical Specifications

Convenience at Home!
Detel EV Easy brings agile, safe, eco-friendly,
convenient, accessible and innovative technologies.
The Detel EV Easy is available in 3 colours: pearl
white, metallic red and jet black.

Along with Detel EV, it also has 3-more vehicles in
the same range (price undisclosed). Those versions
are Detel Easy Plus, Detel Loader (Single Battery)
and Detel Easy Loader (Dual Battery).
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THE CHEAPEST ELECTRIC BIKE IN INDIA

Voilà - Presenting the Most Cost-Effective and
Cheapest Electric Bike in India! Detel launches the
world's most affordable electric bike for Rs 19,999.
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Additional Features
Fully packed with Security & Safety,
Instrument Panel and Console, Seat,
HVAC, Door, Mirrors, Interior, Exterior,
Lighting & EV Specials. The e2O Plus is
available in 4 colours. One can customise
their e2oPlus with a range of genuine
accessories from Mahindra.

Advanced Technology | Outsmart
EVERYTHING

Outsmart Congestion
With a small turning radius of 4.35m only,
electric power steering and instant torque. 

Outsmart Inconvenience
With direct-drive transmission (gives a
clutch-free drive), easy home charging,
remote Smartphone App, State-of-the-art
Infotainment, remote diagnostics and a
maintenance-free lithium-ion battery.

Outsmart Expenses
The best in class running cost of (INR
0.70/km (Considering P2 variant
consumes 16 units of electricity. Rate per
unit of electricity is INR 6.00 and P2 has a
140km range), more advantage of
maintenance over similar IC Engines,
regenerative braking – free km as you
decelerate, convenience similar to
automatic (without compromise on
mileage), special government subsidy by
Central Government, reduced/Nil Road
Tax and VAT (varies from city to city), and
accelerated depreciation benefit (of INR
1.6 lakhs for Self-Employed and
Businesses). 

Outsmart Pollution
With Zero tailpipe emission and colour
impregnated body panels.

Verdict
It is a practical and economical choice! 

The All-Electric - e2O Plus
Join the Electric revolution with Mahindra e2O plus.
It is a fully electric 2-wheeler and is city smart. The
most affordable option available today in India. It
claims to be "ZIPPY, COMPACT AND 100%
ELECTRIC – PERFECT FOR EVERYDAY CITY DRIVE!"

Technical Specifications 
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THE CHEAPEST ELECTRIC CAR IN INDIA

Looking for an affordable EV? Below you'll find the
option that matches your budget, space and
functionality needs. So many options which one to
choose from? The Mahindra Electric, with e2O Plus! 

Front: Disc
Rear: Drum
Parking Brake: Manual

Assisted: Electric
Turning Radius: 4.35
 No. of Steering Wheel turn: 4-Turns

Front: MacPherson Strut Type
Independent Suspension With Coaxial
Spring
Rear: Twin Pivot Trailing Arm With
Coaxial Spring Damper

Wheel Rim Size: 14''
Tyre Dimension: 165/60/R14 - 79T
Spare Wheel: 155/70/R13 - 75T

Driving Range: 140 km
Standardised Consumption: 88 WH
Revive: 5 km

3 KW single Phase 16 Amp Charger: 7 hrs
20 min
10 KW 3 Phase 32 Amp Charger (0-80%):
1hr 35 min

Gradability: 10 deg
Top Speed: 80 kmph
0-40 KMPH: 6.3 sec
0-60 KMPH: 14.1 sec

Car: 3 years/60000 km
Battery: 3 years/60000 km

Brakes

Steering

Suspensions

Tyre

Range

Charging @30 Degree Celsius 

Performance

Warranty

Commercial Fleet: P2 (48V)
Base: P4 (48V) 
Premium: P6 (48V)

Body Type: Hatchback
Seating Capacity: 4

Capacity: 280 Ah
Technology: Lithium-ion
No. of Module: 16
No. of Cells: 64
On-board power: 15 kWh
Battery Weight: 112 kg

Type: Direct Drive
No. of Forward Modes: 2
Gear Rotation: 10.83:1

Construction: 3 Phase AC
Induction Motors
Power: 19KW @ 3500 rpm
Torque: 70Nm @ 1000 rpm
Controller: 600 Amp

Overall Length: 3590 mm
Overall Width: 1575 mm
Overall Height: 1585 mm
 Ground Clearance: 170 mm
Wheel Base: 2258 mm
Track: 1312 mm
Boot Space: 135 litres

Unladen Kerb Weight: 937 kg
Gross Weight: 1257 kg

Attributes
Below are the 3-variants. 

Body Type

Battery

Gear Box

Motor

Dimensions

Weight

Below you'll find all the specifications of P2 (48V).
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Our Trending Video's
Socials 
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Video

Proud Owner of Revolt Electric Bike -
Interview, RV 400 - Price, Range, Top Speed,
Mileage, Charging - 16K views

Tata Nexon Review Hindi, भारत म� सबसे �यादा
�बकने वाली इले���क कार - 11.7K views

Upcoming Ola Electric Scooter - Features,
Top Speed, Range, Price, Tech Specs and
Date of Launch - 3.8K views

Hero Electric Scooters Review, Hindi II Hero
Flash, Hero Optima, Hero Dash - 3K views

Mahindra Electric's Treo Zor Launch, electric
3-wheeler (Hindi) Pricing, Features and
Specification - 9.1K views

https://www.kazam.in/
https://www.instagram.com/kazam_ev/
https://www.facebook.com/kazamelectric
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCt6tInjIirJvQG_I6U4eung
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kazam-ev
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFBmC7gYNVY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8QOymtYicI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIw2Klb8vkE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8yuTInSBh-A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fot6DPptb_0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFBmC7gYNVY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8QOymtYicI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8QOymtYicI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8yuTInSBh-A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fot6DPptb_0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIw2Klb8vkE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIw2Klb8vkE


GURUGRAM MUMBAI BENGALURU

Install Kazam’s Electric Vehicle
Charging Station at your Parking Spot

E: support@kazam.in
M: +91 99589 43092

IoT Enabled Real-time Analytics ConvenienceAll Weather Resistance

AC CHARGERS @11,450/-AC CHARGERS @11,450/-AC CHARGERS @11,450/-
HOW DOES IT WORKS?
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